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a b s t r a c t
Airlines frequently use advance purchase ticket deadlines to segment consumers. Few
empirical studies have investigated how individuals respond to advance purchase deadlines and price uncertainties induced by these deadlines. We model the number of searches
(and purchases) for specific search and departure dates using an instrumental variable
approach that corrects for price endogeneity. Results show that search and purchase
behaviors vary by search day of week, days from departure, lowest offered fares, variation
in lowest offered fares across competitors, and market distance. After controlling for the
presence of web bots, we find that the number of consumer searches increases just prior
to an advance purchase deadline. This increase can be explained by consumers switching
their desired departure dates by one or two days to avoid higher fares that occur immediately after an advance purchase deadline has passed. This reallocation of demand has significant practical implications for the airline industry because the majority of revenue
management and scheduling decision support systems currently do not incorporate these
behaviors.
Ó 2015 Elsevier Ltd. All rights reserved.

1. Introduction
Classic theories of consumer search for perishable goods predict that prices should fall as a deadline approaches. For
example, the value of bakery goods and newspapers decreases over time, i.e., these products are more valuable at the start
of the business day than at the end of the business day. In contrast, products (or seats) in the airline industry are unique in
that their value increases over time. Consequently, whereas the baker may cut prices as the business day comes to a close,
consumer dynamics in the airline industry lead to the opposite effect. That is, prices tend to increase as the flight departure
date approaches.
Airlines are able to induce this type of pricing behavior through the use of advanced purchase deadlines. By offering a
discount fare that must be purchased by a certain deadline (i.e., a minimum number of days in advance of flight departure),
airlines can induce price-sensitive consumers to make their purchases further in advance of flight departure. This leaves
less price-sensitive consumers in the market, which allows airlines to charge higher prices for tickets closer to departure.
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In general, airlines typically sell multiple discounted products with different advance purchase deadlines. A study by Puller
and Taylor (2012) found, for example, that discounted fare products represented 66% of their sample of U.S. bookings. Among
these discounted fare products, 93.3% were associated with just four advance purchase deadlines: 21 days (3%), 14 days
(47%), 7 days (32%), and 3 days (12%).
Even though advance purchase deadlines lead to systematic fare increases, their exact timing is uncertain. For example,
the presence of the seven-day deadline does not necessarily mean that prices will increase on a flight for tickets purchased
six (versus seven) days in advance of departure. This is because revenue management systems determine how many tickets
of a particular product should be offered for sale. For flights in which it is expected that a large number of consumers will
arrive in the last week prior to departure, the revenue management system will recommend selling a limited number of discounted tickets. From the consumer’s perspective, this means that the discounted product with a seven-day advance purchase deadline will sell out more than seven days in advance of departure. As this example shows, the presence of
advance purchase deadlines combined with demand fluctuations induces price uncertainty in markets. Further, variation
in prices can be particularly high in markets served by both low cost and legacy carriers due to misalignment in product
offerings. This misalignment is caused by low cost carriers selling (only) one-way fares and legacy carriers offering a mix
of one-way and round-trip fares.
In this paper, we examine how consumers respond to these advance purchase deadlines and associated price uncertainties induced by these deadlines using multiple datasets from an online travel agency (OTA), QL2 Software (a firm that many
travel and retail firms use to collect and analyze competitors’ pricing information), a major U.S. airline, and the Airlines
Reporting Corporation (a clearinghouse that processes all tickets purchased through travel agencies in the U.S., including
OTAs). The OTA data provide information on the number of searches and purchases that occur in a market for specific search
and departure dates. The QL2 Software data provide information on the fares available to consumers at the time they
searched. Online search data from a major U.S. airline are used to validate results and a sample of tickets from the Airlines
Reporting Corporation (ARC) is used to validate length of stay assumptions. To model the number of searches (and purchases), we use an instrumental variable (IV) approach to correct for price endogeneity and predict the number of searches
(and purchases) in a market for specific search and departure dates. Our results provide insights into the impact of advance
purchase deadlines on airline consumers’ search and purchase behaviors.
The remaining sections are organized as follows. Section 2 reviews relevant literature to motivate why airlines offer discounted products with associated advance purchase deadlines. Section 3 describes the data. Methodology and empirical
results are presented in Sections 4 and 5, respectively. Section 6 uses clickstream data from a major U.S. carrier’s website
to validate the key findings of the study, namely that consumer search increases immediately prior to advance purchase
deadlines and new consumers enter the market over time. Section 7 discusses implications for aviation practice and Section 8
concludes by summarizing the key findings and providing direction for future research.

2. Literature review
Several studies have developed theories to explain why airline prices increase as the departure time nears. The interest is
motivated, in part, by the fact that the airline industry does not fit with traditional theories of search theory that predict
prices fall in markets with the arrival of homogeneous consumers. McAfee and te Velde (2006) propose a theory to explain
why prices rise in the airline and other markets that: (1) face uncertain and high demand; (2) have fixed capacity that can be
augmented only at a relatively high marginal cost; (3) sell perishable goods; and, (4) commit to a price schedule (and capacity) at the beginning of the selling period. The last point is applicable to the airline industry, as airlines first set their price
schedules by determining what products to sell and at what set of prices. They then use revenue management systems to
determine how many products to sell at each price point (Li, 2001). Airline schedules are also published at the beginning
of the selling period. McAfee and te Velde (2006) show that in markets that exhibit these four characteristics, prices will rise
as the purchase deadline approaches. The increase in prices over time is due to underlying consumer dynamics, and specifically the arrival of new, less price-sensitive consumers.
Many authors model aggregate demand uncertainty by assuming there are multiple consumer types with different arrival
processes. In the context of the airline industry, this assumption means that price-sensitive leisure consumers tend to search
and purchase fares further in advance of flight departure than price-insensitive business travelers. Li (2001) and Dana (1998,
1999a, 1999b) use an aggregate demand uncertainty framework to show that it is optimal for airlines to offer multiple products distinguished by price and advance purchase deadlines. In this case, the advance purchase deadlines serve to segment
the market and can even contribute to efficient allocation of demand across flights (Dana, 1998, 1999a, 1999b; Gale and
Holmes, 1992, 1993).
Airlines and researchers have also explored the use of opaque products to stimulate leisure travelers that exhibit a high
degree of travel flexibility without cannibalizing revenue from business travelers. Many of these opaque products target ‘‘last
minute” travelers that can purchase close to departure date and are likely to be price sensitive, but insensitive with respect
to travel date and/or destination. See Fay (2008), Gallego and Phillips (2004), Lee et al. (2012), Granados et al. (2008), Jerath
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et al. (2010), Jiang (2007), and Post (2010) for representative articles in this area. Examining last minute opaque product
sales is outside the scope of this study, as these last minute purchases are not present in our analysis database.1
Within the economics literature, peak-load pricing models are used to explain the efficient allocation of demand across
different periods. Consistent with peak-load pricing models, advance purchase deadlines may also result in multiple price
levels on flights. This can occur when products with advance purchase deadlines sell out on popular, peak-period flights
but are still available for sale on less popular, off-peak flights. This effectively shifts price-sensitive consumers from peak
to off-peak periods (Gale and Holmes, 1992).
In summary, the extant literature has developed several theories to explain why airline prices increase as the departure
dates approach and why it is beneficial for airlines to offer discount fares with advance purchase deadlines. These theories
require the presence of at least two consumer segments: one that arrives early in the booking process and is price-sensitive
and one that arrives later in the booking process and is less price-sensitive. With the exception of Hotle and Garrow (2014),
few studies have been able to empirically test the validity of these theories and none have been able to verify that consumers
searching online close to flight departure represent newly arriving (and not returning) consumers. The presence of automated search tools and different pricing policies used by airlines further complicates the search process, and we are not
aware of any studies that have examined how these factors may influence search and purchase behaviors. Our study contributes to the literature by examining these questions and providing empirical evidence that supports existing theory.

3. Data
To understand how individuals respond to advance purchase deadlines and price uncertainties induced by these deadlines, data are needed on individuals’ search and purchase behaviors. Using clickstream data, researchers have developed
ways to identify individual consumers and track their online search and purchase behaviors across one or more websites
(e.g., Bucklin and Sismerio, 2009).
In an ideal world, researchers would be able to use online clickstream data to identify all of the individual itineraries consumers viewed across multiple travel sites, along with their ultimate purchase decisions. Unfortunately, most companies do
not have the resources required to extract and store this type of detailed, page-level information. As a consequence, initial
studies of online search and purchase behaviors predominately focused on predicting metrics that did not require extracting
detailed page content. For example, Johnson et al. (2004) and Zhang et al. (2007) developed models to predict the number of
online air travel stores consumers visited over a 30-day time period. A notable exception is Brynjolfsson et al. (2010), who
extracted page-level content from a major shop bot for books to show that consumers who search multiple screens are motivated by non-price factors, such as seller reputation.
Our data, which was provided by an OTA, contain information on the number of searches and purchases for a particular
product. Unfortunately, detailed information on the actual set of products (or itineraries) viewed by consumers and their
corresponding prices was not available from the OTA. To obtain this information a second dataset provided by QL2 Software
was used. Variable definitions and descriptions are presented in Table 1 and correlations are provided in Appendix Tables A1
and A2.

3.1. OTA clickstream data
Clickstream data were collected from a single OTA’s website. Although data for this study are from a single OTA, we
expect our results to be applicable across major OTAs, specifically Travelocity, Expedia, and Orbitz. That is, we do not expect
OTAs to return substantially different choice sets with respect to the number of airlines and number (and type) of prices
associated with nonstop flights. The majority of differences across OTAs are more likely related to which connecting itineraries are included in the display and the order in which itineraries are shown to consumers (Smith et al., 2007). From a policy
context, assessing potential differences across these three major OTAs is now less relevant, as Expedia acquired Travelocity
in January of 2015 and Expedia made an offer to acquire Orbitz in February of 2015.
The data provide information on the number of searches and purchases for a particular product. A product is defined by a
set of search parameters entered by the consumer, specifically the market (defined by a specific origin and destination airport pair), trip type (i.e., one-way or round-trip), and outbound departure date. A consumer can enter more than one set of
search parameters, which is represented in the database as multiple independent searches. Observations corresponding to
round-trip itineraries that had an outbound departure date between November 15, 2007 and December 15, 2007 are included
in this analysis.2 A booking horizon of 30 days is associated with each departure date. For example, for round-trip itineraries
with an outbound departure date of November 15, a panel of the number of searches and purchases occurring each day between
October 16 (30 days in advance) and November 14 (1 day in advance) is created.
1
Economic theories that seek to explain why airline prices increases as a deadline approaches typically assume two customer segments. These models
assume that leisure customers will fall out of the market as we move closer to a departure date, thereby resulting in less price sensitive customers as the
deadline approaches. We acknowledge that there is likely a last-minute, price sensitive segment that may include non-business travelers. Analyzing the
composition of last-minute travelers, within seven days of departure, would be an interesting research problem.
2
A Thanksgiving indicator variable is included in all models to control for any additional holiday demand.
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Table 1
Variable definitions and descriptions.
Independent variables
Searches
Number of searches on the OTA’s website for a specific origin airport, destination airport, search date, and (outbound) departure date.
Only round trips for a specific outbound departure date are included in the number of searches; however, multiple return dates are
included
Purchases
Number of purchases on the OTA’s website; note the same qualifiers used for searches also apply to purchases
Dependent and instrumental variables
Price
Lowest nonstop round-trip fare available across all competitors selling nonstop fares in a market (in dollars). The price applies for a
specific origin airport, destination airport, search date and outbound departure date. We use the nonstop fare corresponding to a oneday trip length to calculate price; the exact departure and return dates searched by the consumer (and the corresponding fares) are
not known
Distance
Market distance, defined as the distance between a specific origin airport and destination airport (in miles)
Major
Number of major competitors that provide nonstop service in the market. Major airlines include American, Continental, Delta,
Northwest, United, and US Airways
LCC
Number of low-cost carrier competitors that provide nonstop service in the market. Low cost carriers include American Trans Air
(ATA), AirTran, JetBlue, Southwest, and Spirit
Weekend
Indicator variable equal to 1 if the search date occurred on a Saturday or Sunday and 0 otherwise
DFD
Days from departure, defined as the (outbound) departure date – search date
DFD1
Indicator variable equal to 1 if DFD equals 1, 0 otherwise
...
...
DFD 30
Indicator variable equal to 1 if DFD equals 30, 0 otherwise (DFD 30 is reference category)
Thanksgiving Indicator variable equal to 1 if the searched departure date occurred from the Saturday before Thanksgiving to the Sunday after
Thanksgiving (i.e., 11/17/2007–11/25/2007), zero otherwise
Leisure
Indicator variable equal to 1 if the market is extensively leisure and 0 if the market is extensively business. This classification was
based on the Borenstein Business Index, which gives the percent of business passengers arriving and departing from each
Metropolitan Statistical Area (Borenstein, 2010). If either the percent business passengers arriving or departing at an airport was less
than 33%, we classified the market as extensively leisure. There are 46 business markets and 14 leisure markets, for a total of 60
markets, included in the analysis
BusDes
Portion of consumers arriving to a destination metropolitan area considered to be business (in decimal format). This was defined by
the Borenstein Business Index. If, for example, 70% of arriving consumers were considered business, then BusDes = 0.70
Seat
The number of seats flown in the market for departures occurring in November and December of 2007. This information is from the
T-100 Domestic Segment form the Bureau of Transportation Statistics (Bureau of Transportation Statistics, 2011)
CV
Coefficient of variation (standard deviation divided by the mean) of the lowest offered one-day round-trip nonstop fares across all
competitors for a specific itinerary search (defined by a particular origin airport, destination airport, search date and outbound
departure date). That is, the lowest one-day round trip nonstop fares offered by competitors may differ when a consumer performs a
search. This is the CV of the lowest fares offered across competitors
PopOrig
The population of the origin city as reported by the U.S. Census Bureau (2010)

This unique 30-day booking horizon provides the opportunity to analyze search and purchase behaviors as a function of
advance purchase deadlines. Although we would expect the distribution of tickets associated with each advance purchase
deadline to differ across markets, we would not expect the advance purchase deadline periods themselves (of 3, 7, 14,
and 21 days) to change.
The distribution for the lengths-of-stay contained in the analysis database could not be calculated, as the return (or
inbound) dates were not available in the OTA database. However, among those consumers who purchase a round-trip ticket,
the percentage of tickets with lengths-of-stay greater than 14 days is expected to be small. To verify this assumption, we
obtained a supplemental dataset from ARC of all round-trip tickets purchased through OTAs for travel in the U.S. in the fourth
quarter of 2009.3 Fig. 1 shows the length of stay distribution for markets included in our analysis for simple round-trip tickets
with outbound departure dates of November 15 to December 15; 97.2% of these tickets have lengths of stay between 0 and
14 days.4 The distribution of lengths of stay shown in Fig. 1 is similar to that reported by Brunger (2010) based on June
2006 ticketing data from Continental Airlines that found that the average length of stay was 3.36 days and 7.91 days for business and leisure passengers, respectively, with an overall average of 5.44 days. Notwithstanding this limitation, we do know
that round trips included in the database have lengths-of-stay that are bounded between 0 and 331 days (the maximum number of days in advance of departure that a consumer can search and purchase a ticket).5

3.2. QL2 Software and Southwest pricing datasets
The OTA data provide information on the number of searches and purchases for a particular search date and outbound
departure date, but does not provide information on the actual itineraries and prices viewed by consumers. To gather this
missing price information, we used data compiled by QL2 Software, a company that many travel and retail firms use to
collect and analyze competitors’ pricing information. Within the airline industry, QL2 Software and related companies
3
4
5

Data were not available prior to 2009.
Simple round-trip tickets do not include stop-overs. Tickets with up to one outbound connection and one inbound connection were included in the analysis.
Only 0 to 30 days of stay are shown in Fig. 1.
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Fig. 1. Length of stay using ARC information.

can legally collect and sell pricing information for all airlines in the U.S. except for Southwest Airlines. Information about
Southwest Airlines was collected directly by researchers at the Georgia Institute of Technology; see Pope et al. (2009) for
additional details on this data collection effort.
The QL2 Software and Southwest Airlines pricing databases provide one- and seven-day stay round-trip prices for all nonstop itineraries in a market. Nonstop fares were obtained from each of the major airline’s sites (e.g., AA.com) as well as for at
least one major online travel agency (e.g., Orbitz). For our purposes, a pricing observation will be defined as the lowest nonstop fare that was offered by each airline flying nonstop in a specific market on the date that the website was queried and for
each specific day of flight departure. The lowest fare offered was used given that ‘‘. . .approximately 60 per cent of online
leisure travelers purchase the lowest fare they can find. . .” (PhoCusWright, 2004; Weinstein and Keller, 2012).
Although the lengths-of-stay vary in the OTA database, it was not feasible to collect fare information for every possible
length-of-stay combination. In practice, this is a key challenge that airlines face in integrating competitive pricing data into
their revenue management systems.6 This underlying scalability issue is a major reason why airlines monitor a subset, but not
all, of their competitors’ prices. In practice, it is common for airlines to use automated web bots, such as those maintained by
QL2 Software, to check fare availability for outbound departure dates that correspond to advance purchase deadlines. The presence of these web bots (representing firm, and not consumer behaviors) are represented as large peaks in the data corresponding to searches that are 3, 7, 14, and 21 days in advance of the outbound departure date.
Note that the models reported in this paper are based on the lowest one-day round-trip fare. As a robustness check we
also tested different fare assumptions by using the lowest seven-day round-trip fare. Intuitively, we expect the results to be
robust to underlying fare assumptions, as the lowest one-day and seven-day nonstop round-trip fares will be highly correlated (correlation of 0.77 in our database). Conceptually, this correlation is high because the one-day and seven-day products
share the same outbound fare and only differ on their return fare. Extending this logic, we expect the lowest round-trip fares
associated with any other length-of-stay to be highly correlated for a particular outbound departure date. Additional details
related to the analysis of lowest fares from the QL2 Software database can be found in Mumbower and Garrow (2010).
Descriptive statistics for the lowest available one-day round-trip fares weighted by the number of searches and purchases
are shown in Tables 2 and 3, respectively. A total of 46 business markets and 14 leisure markets are included in the analysis;
a list of these markets is included in Appendix Table A3; corresponding airport codes are reported in Appendix Table A4.
Since business consumers (i.e., price-insensitive and time-sensitive) and leisure consumers (i.e., price-sensitive and timeinsensitive) are expected to have different behaviors, these two consumers segments are analyzed separately.
We acknowledge that we were not able to directly differentiate between an individual business and leisure consumer in
the clickstream data. We were, however, able to segment the markets as ‘‘extensively business” and ‘‘extensively leisure”
using the Borenstein Business Index (Borenstein, 2010). The Borenstein Business Index is derived from the 1995 American
Travel Survey that provides information on the trip purpose of arriving and departing passengers.7 If the percent of business
passengers arriving or departing was less than 33%, we classified the market as ‘‘extensively leisure.” All other markets were
6
To put this in context, Delta Air Lines operates more than 5400 daily flights (Delta Air Lines, 2014). If we were to collect round-trip price information for
each length-of-stay combination for each of these nonstop flights for a single departure date, we would need to collect more than 1.7 million fares. If we were to
do this for all flights across Delta’s entire booking horizon (that includes flights departing 0–331 days in advance), the total rises to almost 600 million fares,
which includes just nonstop (not connecting) flights.
7
Although the index publishes information at an airport level, all airports in a metropolitan area have the same index. For example, 49.5% of consumers
arriving into the New York City metropolitan area are considered business passengers, and the percent of arriving business consumers is assigned to be 49.5%
for New York City’s three main airports: EWR, JFK, and LGA.
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Table 2
Descriptive statistics for lowest available one-day round-trip fare weighted by number of searches.
Obs
Market
Leisure
Business

a

Min

Mean

Median

Max

Std. Dev.

CV

64,602
119,002

98.00
42.00

252.86
327.17

228.00
268.80

868.00
1584.80

88.07
203.14

0.3483
0.6209

Distance (in miles)
0–250
251–500
501–750
751–1000
1001–1250
1251–1500

20,131
38,603
25,126
62,723
18,090
18,931

98.00
42.00
148.00
98.00
130.00
216.80

277.34
273.29
267.07
253.10
361.32
528.98

236.00
228.00
248.80
228.00
326.80
392.80

1488.00
1042.80
1153.80
868.00
1009.20
1584.80

147.74
169.44
89.16
87.80
146.05
305.24

0.5327
0.6200
0.3338
0.3469
0.4042
0.5770

Days from departurea
1–2
4–6
8–13
15–20
22–30

2316
27,950
44,743
41,352
47,755

118.00
98.00
98.00
42.00
42.00

402.25
377.57
285.72
263.78
256.58

348.80
319.20
248.80
238.80
236.00

1584.80
1564.80
1153.80
998.80
978.80

245.86
243.96
149.00
115.26
109.31

0.6112
0.6461
0.5219
0.4369
0.4260

Statistics for 3, 7, 14, and 21 days from departure are excluded as searches are dominated by automated web bot searches.

Table 3
Descriptive statistics for lowest one-day round-trip fare weighted by number of purchases.
Obs

Mean

Median

Max

Std. Dev.

CV

98.00
42.00

238.43
299.03

218.79
253.80

568.80
1564.80

85.82
185.86

0.3599
0.6215

1492
1746
1118
2116
1172
777

98.00
42.00
158.80
98.00
130.00
232.80

267.28
243.11
250.95
238.35
353.14
513.18

236.00
198.40
229.20
218.79
306.00
360.80

1488.00
1042.80
861.80
568.80
950.80
1564.80

141.87
151.30
71.53
85.62
145.86
333.80

0.5308
0.6224
0.2851
0.3592
0.4130
0.6504

1564
1605
2323
1850
1080

118.00
108.00
98.00
42.00
42.00

374.36
331.32
263.01
241.65
236.60

298.80
263.80
238.80
225.50
222.00

1564.80
1564.80
986.80
976.19
692.80

244.25
220.30
120.57
98.57
91.35

0.6524
0.6649
0.4584
0.4079
0.3861

Market
Leisure
Business

2147
6956

Distance (in miles)
0–250
251–500
501–750
751–1000
1001–1250
1251–1500
Days from departure
1–3
4–7
8–14
15–21
22–30

Min

classified as ‘‘extensively business.” Further, a cutoff of 33% results in an intuitive categorization of business and leisure markets,
i.e., as seen in Appendix Table A3 the extensively leisure categorization includes all markets with an origin airport or destination
airport in Florida, as well as Long Island MacArthur Airport (ISP) in Islip, New York. The majority of service at ISP is by Southwest
Airlines. For these reasons, we use a cutoff of 33% to categorize markets as predominately leisure or predominately business.8
Tables 2 shows that, on average, the lowest fares searched were $252.86 and $327.17 in leisure and business markets,
respectively. The difference is explained by business consumers searching closer to an outbound departure date, when fares
are typically higher. This can be seen in the distribution of lowest offered fares by days from departure. Across all markets,
the average lowest searched fare is $256.58 for 22- to 30-days from departure and increases to $402.25 for 1- to 2-days from
departure. Also, the range and variation in fares seen by consumers in business markets is typically larger than that of leisure
markets. The lowest offered fares are loosely correlated with distance, with a noticeable increase in the median and mean
lowest offered fares for markets above 1000 miles. Similar relationships are seen in Table 3 when the lowest fares are
weighted by purchases; the most notable difference (as expected) is that the mean and median prices are lower for purchases versus searches.
3.3. Representativeness of database
Our final dataset contains 381,607 searches (183,604 of which occurred on non-deadline dates) and 9103 purchases
across 60 markets. This represents an overall conversion rate (i.e., the ratio of the number of purchases to searches) of
8
We conducted a sensitivity analysis and compared models that used cutoffs of 20%, 30%, 33%, 40%, and 50%. For models that used cutoffs lower than or
equal to 33%, the results are very similar. For the 40% and 50% thresholds, the business models broke down because there were too few clusters labeled as
predominantly business.
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5.0% on the days not affected by web bots. The conversation rate is consistent with those reported in the literature; Moe and
Fader (2004), for example, note that typical conversion rates for online retailers rarely exceed 5%.
The markets included in our analysis represent U.S. markets that are larger than average. Using the T-100 database, we
ranked 4428 business markets and 2956 leisure markets that had an average demand of at least one passenger per day during November and December 2007 (Bureau of Transportation Statistics, 2011). Table 4 provides the rank for the 46 business
markets and 14 leisure markets included in our analysis. Our leisure markets are drawn from the top 15% whereas our business markets were drawn from the top 51%; leisure markets had higher rankings than our business markets since the
demand of leisure markets tends to be lower than that of business markets.
4. Methodology
Consistent with the extant literature, we use a linear model to predict air travel demand (e.g., Bhadra, 2003; Granados
et al., 2012; Mumbower et al., 2014). Specifically, we use linear regression methods to estimate the number of searches
(or number of purchases) for market i with outbound departure date j that are made t days in advance of the outbound
departure date. A key methodological challenge with this framework was finding a set of valid instruments to correct for
price endogeneity.
Many prior studies of airline demand have failed to properly address price endogeneity and have assumed that prices are
exogenous. However, in demand models, prices are endogenous because prices are influenced by demand and demand is, in
turn, influenced by prices (this is often referred to as simultaneity of supply and demand). The presence of endogeneity
results in a correlation between an explanatory variable and the error term (or unobserved factors) and effectively violates
a main assumption required to ensure consistency (Greene, 2003).
Price endogeneity is well documented in the economics and management literatures; see for example, Guevara-Cue
(2010), Train (2009), and Mumbower et al. (2014) for more comprehensive reviews of endogeneity in the air travel setting.
Many empirical studies have shown that price coefficients are underestimated if endogeneity is not corrected. These include
studies that estimate demand for high speed rail travel (Pekgün et al., 2013), household choice of television reception options
(Goolsbee and Petrin, 2004; Petrin and Train, 2010), household choice of residential location (Guevara and Ben-Akiva, 2006;
Guevara-Cue, 2010), choice of yogurt and ketchup brands (Villas-Boas and Winer, 1999), choice of a new vehicle (Berry et al.,
1995, 2004; Train and Winston, 2007), and brand-level demand for hypertension drugs (Branstetter et al., 2011).
There are multiple methods that can be used to correct for price endogeneity, including the Generalized Method of
Moments (GMM) that accounts for endogeneity using instruments. An Ordinary Least Squares (OLS) instrumental variable
estimate of b (shown in Eq. (1)) can be used when errors are homoskedastic. However, the presence of heteroskedasticity
in our data was found using a test proposed by Pagan and Hall (1983). Therefore, this study uses the Generalized Method
of Moments (GMM) estimate (Eq. (2)), which includes weighting matrices to correct for heteroskedasticity:
1

^IV ¼ fX 0 ZðZ 0 ZÞ1 Z 0 Xg X 0 ZðZ 0 ZÞ1 Z 0 y
b

ð1Þ

^GMM ¼ ðX ZWZ XÞ X ZWZ y
b

ð2Þ

0

0

1

0

0

where
W = weighting matrices,
X1i = endogenous variable,
W1, . . . , Wr = exogenous explanatory variables,
Z1, . . . , Zm = instruments.
Instruments must satisfy two conditions. First, the instruments must be uncorrelated with the error term. Second, they
need to be correlated with the endogenous variable (Judge et al., 1985). In our context, this means we need to find instruments that are correlated with airfares (price) but not correlated with a consumer’s purchase or choice of a flight.
Mumbower et al. (2014) review instruments that have been or could potentially be used in airline applications and classify these instruments into four main categories: (1) cost-shifting instruments; (2) Stern-type measures of competition and
market power; (3) Hausman-type price instruments; and, (4) BLP-type measures of non-price characteristics of other products. Cost-shifting instruments help explain why costs differ across geographic areas and/or product characteristics. Sterntype measures of competition and market power focus on the number of products in the market and also the time since a
product (and/or firm) was introduced into the market (Stern, 1996). Hausman-type price instruments are based on prices of
the same airline in other geographic contexts (Hausman et al., 1994; Hausman, 1996). BLP instruments, introduced by Berry
et al. (1995), are based on the average non-price characteristics of other products.
We use three cost-shifting instruments, two Stern-type instruments, and one Hausman-type instrument in our search
and purchase models. Our cost-shifting instruments include: distance, an indicator for whether the destination is extensively
business, and the population of the metropolitan area surrounding the origin airport. The first cost-shifting instrument has
been used in prior studies (e.g., both Hsiao (2008) and Granados et al. (2008) use distance). Intuitively, we expect costs to
vary as a function of distance (or length of haul) due to the fact that costs are highly correlated with fuel and labor. Costs
may also vary across airports. For example, airlines often provide additional services (most notably frequent flyer lounges
and priority check-in lanes) at large airports and/or destinations that serve a large percentage of business travelers.

8
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Table 4
Representativeness of OTA markets.
Ranking

1–100
101–200
201–300
301–400
401–500
501–600
601–700
701–800
801–900
901–1000
1001–1100
1101–1200
1201–1300
1301–1400
1401–1500
1501–1600
1601–1700
1701–1800
1801–1900
1901–2000
2001–2100
2101–2200
2201–2300

Business

Leisure

Max passengers

Markets

Max passengers

Markets

222,323
91,033
68,009
54,567
45,587
38,156
32,703
29,403
25,271
22,823
20,075
18,068
16,553
15,002
13,571
12,556
11,462
10,385
9567
8727
8012
7291
6774

5
9
7
5
2
3
0
0
1
2
1
2
3
1
0
0
0
0
0
1
0
3
1

229,525
82,071
54,842
37,167
27,280
22,078
17,914
14,485
12,344
10,458
8438
7029
6207
5354
4464
3632
2933
2244
1704
1150
681
492
359

2
1
6
3
2
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0

Stern-type instruments use measures of market power by multiproduct firms and measures of competition as instruments. Levels of market power focus on the number of products in the market and also the time since a product (and/or firm)
was introduced into the market. Our Stern-type instruments include the number of low cost carriers offering nonstop service
in a market during the study time period and the number of nonstop seats offered in the markets for November and December of 2007 interacted with days from departure. These instruments are similar to those used in prior studies (e.g., Berry and
Jia (2010) use the number of all carriers offering service on a route and Mumbower et al. (2014) use the number of nonstop
seats offered in a market).
Finally, we use one Hausman-type instrument. Hausman-type instruments are based on prices of similar brands, usually
in different geographic contexts. In our data, we have prices for all brands (defined as nonstop flights offered across different
competitors) and use the square of the coefficient of variation across the offered fares as our instrument. Note that because
we are predicting the number of searches at a particular OTA website (that includes products from multiple competitors), we
include fare information for all competitors in the instrument.
The instruments we use in our search and purchase models differ. In our search models, our instruments include the
number of nonstop seats offered in the markets for November and December of 2007 interacted with days from departure,
the number of low cost carriers offering nonstop service in a market during this time period, and the square of the coefficient
of variation across the offered fares. In our purchase models, we include these three instruments and three additional ones
for distance, the population of the metropolitan area surrounding the origin airport, and the percent of customers considered
to be business arriving into the destination airport.
All of our instruments are valid. We used three tests to test for: (1) endogeneity, (2) the strength of instruments; and, (3)
validity of instruments. First, we checked for the presence of endogeneity using the Durbin–Wu–Hausman test. Rejecting the
null hypothesis indicates that the focal variable is endogenous.9 Second, we determined the strength of the instruments using
a first-stage estimation F-test. For this test, if the p-value is insignificant and/or the F-statistic is less than the critical value provided in Stock and Yogo (2005), then the set of instruments are considered to be weak.10 Lastly, we use a Hansen’s J statistic11 to
test the validity of our instruments.12
Finally, it is important to note that our actual prices are latent. We have assumed that the minimum price can be used as a
proxy for actual prices paid. Other methods, such as that based on multiple imputations (e.g., see Rubin, 1987) could be used.

9
We find that the variable fare was indeed endogenous; e.g., for the search (purchase) model the test for endogeneity returned a p-value of 0.0013 (0.0685),
significantly rejecting the null hypothesis of exogeneity.
10
For the strength of instruments test, the p-value for the search (purchase) model was 0.0006 (0.0009) thereby rejecting the null hypothesis of weak
instruments. Also, using a critical value of 12.83 as outlined in Stock and Yogo (2005), we reject the null of weak instruments given a maximum size distortion
of no more than 15% with an F-statistic of 17.435.
11
Although commonly used, it should be noted that the J statistic and other tests of over-identification are inconsistent (Newey, 1985).
12
The validity of instruments test for the search (purchase) model returned a p-value of 0.109 (0.191), which accepts that the instruments are indeed valid. In
sum, our instruments are valid (and strong) across all search and purchase models. For more information on the estimation and testing of instrumental variable
regressions, refer to Baum et al. (2003), Greene (2003), or and Stock and Yogo (2005).
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With this method, the researcher draws prices to impute from the empirical distribution of prices available for each observation. Then for each imputation, the researcher estimates the model, correcting for endogeneity using instruments, and uses
the average of the estimators obtained from the imputations. Given we are using linear regression models to predict demand,
the scale problem should not occur for all the variables in the model at is occurs with the correction of endogeneity in discrete choice models (e.g., see Cramer (2007), Daly (2008), Guevara and Ben-Akiva (2012), and Lee (1982)). Thus, if imputing
the minimum or the mean price is indeed innocuous (and just impacts model fit), the other estimated coefficients should not
change much. To determine if we need to use an imputation method, we performed two statistical tests to show that imputing the minimum or mean prices was innocuous, i.e., that our assumption impacted model fit but not the consistency of estimators. These tests were based on comparing two models: the first using minimum price, the second using mean price. The
model based on minimum price fit the data the best and, more importantly, the other estimated (non-price) coefficients did
not change much. A Hausman test was used to compare the non-price coefficients between the two models and accepted the
null hypothesis that there is no significant difference between the models based on minimum versus average prices. Next,
we used a Hansen-J test to verify that our instruments were indeed exogenous; this test also passed. Collectively, results
from these two tests suggest that our price imputation assumption is innocuous. Therefore, we argue that our assumption
of using minimum price is valid. We do acknowledge, however, that caution should be used if using the results to perform
elasticity calculations, as different elasticities will occur across models that use different price inputs.

5. Results
5.1. Descriptive statistics for lowest fares
Figs. 2–4 and Table 5 present information about the lowest fares, number of searches and number of purchases by days
from the outbound flight departure. Combined, these figures and table help visualize the price uncertainties faced by
individuals.
Fig. 2 shows how the average minimum offered nonstop fare evolves throughout the booking period in business and leisure markets. The average minimum offered nonstop business market fare was always greater than its corresponding leisure
market fare. The number of days prior to departure when fares experience the largest day-to-day increases differs in business and leisure markets. In leisure markets, consumers generally see constant fares up until seven days from departure. In
business markets, consumers generally see constant fares up until 21 days from departure; consumers are also more likely to
see large fare increases at seven and 14 days from departure.
Increases in the average minimum nonstop fares are highly correlated with advance purchase deadlines (shown by the
vertical lines in Fig. 2). An advance purchase deadline corresponds to the last day a fare would have been offered in the market. Consequently, given an advance purchase deadline at time t, we expect fares to increase at time t  1. Given that airlines
use different pricing strategies, we also expect fares to increase at time t  2 for our analysis database. That is, the increase in
fares two periods after a deadline can be attributed to the fact that the majority of U.S. legacy carriers use round-trip pricing
whereas low cost carriers (LCC) use one-way pricing. Under round-trip pricing, a single price is quoted for the outbound and
inbound itineraries, and the advance purchase deadline is associated with the outbound departure date. Under one-way pricing, separate prices are quoted for the outbound and inbound itineraries, and advance purchase deadlines can differ for the
outbound and inbound itineraries.
As an example, consider an individual who purchases a one-day round-trip ticket. We assume for this example that discount product offerings have not been influenced by revenue management controls and are always available within the
allowable selling period. At 14 days from the outbound departure date, the outbound and inbound fares offered by legacy
and LCC carriers will have identical 14-day advance purchase restrictions. At 13 days from departure, product misalignment
occurs because the legacy carrier jointly prices the outbound and inbound itineraries (using a 7-day advance purchase
restriction) whereas the LCCs separately price the outbound and inbound itineraries. That is, at 13 days from departure, a
consumer is able to purchase an outbound fare with a 7-day advance purchase fare and an inbound fare with a 14-day
advance purchase fare from a LCC. At 12 days from departure, LCC and legacy carrier products are realigned as the sevenday advance purchase restriction applies consistently to both outbound and inbound fares. This explains why price increases
associated with advance purchase deadlines occur over a two-day period in our analysis database.
Although on average the offered fares increase around the advance purchase deadline, this increase is uncertain and may
be seen only by a small percentage of consumers. This uncertainty is mainly due to interactions among airlines’ revenue
management systems, pricing systems, and fluctuations in demand forecasts. Table 5 shows fare trends from the consumer
perspective, specifically how often the lowest available nonstop fare available at DFD t changes on day t  1. For example, in
going from three to two days from departure: 26.7% of business itineraries experienced an increase in fares, 13.2% experienced a decrease, and 60.1%, stayed the same.13 However, certain periods were more likely to experience fare changes.
13
We tested the sensitivity of results by using different thresholds to define an increase and/or decrease in fares. Specifically we defined a difference in
Table 5 as ‘‘any” difference of fare (of one cent or more), but also generated results defining a difference as one in which the change was at least $10 or at least
$15.
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Fig. 2. How the lowest offered fare evolves in leisure and business markets.
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Table 5
How often the lowest offered nonstop one-day round trip fare changes.

Note: Day-to-day increases in fares that occur more than 25% of the time are shaded.

The DFDs with probabilities greater than 25% of experiencing an increase are highlighted. The influence of advance purchase deadlines on inducing price uncertainties is clearly seen by the higher probabilities associated with DFDs occurring at
t  1 and t  2 days after the purchase deadline. For a given deadline at time t, the probability of a fare increase is higher
from (t  1 to t  2) than from (t to t  1) which can also be explained by the different pricing strategies of legacy carriers
and LCCs.
By comparing business and leisure markets, we see that it is more likely the lowest offered fares will increase for the 21
and 14 advance purchase deadlines in business markets. This suggests airlines are aggressively using advance purchase
deadlines to segment business and leisure consumers in business markets.
From a modeling perspective, these pricing uncertainties can be incorporated by including a measure of the coefficient of
variation (CV) across the offered fares (see Fig. 2).14 The CV (standard deviation divided by the mean) represents the range of
prices a consumer would likely see on the OTA’s website for a specific day from departure. For example, a consumer can log into
the OTA on a specific search date and request an itinerary for a specific origin, destination, outbound and inbound departure
dates. Typically an OTA website would return the offered fares by several airlines.
The CV represents the average distribution of these offered (non-stop) fares representing a one-day length of stay over
time. We see that as the day of departure approaches, the CV increases as the offered fares become more variable across airlines. The CV appears to peak the day after an advance purchase deadline. This reflects the variation in prices caused by differences in round-trip and one-way pricing policies across carriers. The large drop in the CV near the deadline date is
attributed to both the increase in the mean offered minimum fare and fewer competitors offering seats on non-stop itineraries (i.e., flights sell out close to departure).
5.2. Descriptive statistics for number of searches
Although the typical airline consumer may not be aware of when the advance purchase deadlines occur and that they
signal fare increases, flexible-date search tools can aid consumers in identifying these trends. Flexible-date search tools
are available through both OTA and airline websites (although firms differ in how prominently they display their flexible
search tools). These tools typically show fares using either: (1) a matrix format displaying the lowest roundtrip fares avail14

The CV is combined for business and leisure markets, as the number of leisure market samples was small.
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Table 6
Search and purchase model results.

Clustered standard errors in parenthesis.
Search model instruments for price include Seat/1000  DFD, LCC, and
CV2.
Purchase model instruments for price include BusDes, PopOrig, Seat/
1000  DFD, Distance, LCC, and CV2.
Shaded cells represent those used to interpret the influence of AP
deadlines on search and purchase behaviors.
⁄
p < 0.10.
⁄⁄
p < 0.05.
⁄⁄⁄
p < 0.01.

able for outbound and inbound departure dates along with the three days before and after the preferred dates; or, (2) a calendar displaying the lowest one-way fares available for one month of possible departures. Legacy carriers and OTAs typically
use the matrix format whereas LCCs typically use the calendar format. This is because the matrix format naturally lends itself
to displaying round-trip fares whereas the calendar format naturally lends itself to displaying one-way fares.
The question of interest is how consumers’ search and purchase behaviors are influenced by price uncertainties induced
by advance purchase deadlines. Fig. 3 shows the average number of searches in business and leisure markets as a function of
days from departure. The number of searches corresponding to 3, 7, 14, and 21 days from departure are excluded from the
chart as each of these days contains approximately 30,000 or more searches. These unnaturally large spikes reflect the presence of web bots in the OTA data.

5.3. Descriptive statistics for number of purchases
To complete the descriptive analysis, Fig. 4 shows the average number of purchases in business and leisure markets as a
function of days from departure. In contrast to Fig. 3, information for all days from departure is included since the number of
purchases is not affected by the presence of web bots. Although the influence of deadline effects is less clear for purchase
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Fig. 5. Validation of search behavior using a major carrier’s clickstream data.

(versus search) behavior, we do see some evidence of increased purchase activity on or just before advance purchase deadlines. This increase is most prevalent (in both leisure and business markets) for the 7-day advance purchase deadline (which
typically sees a very large increase in fares). The peak at seven days followed immediately by a valley at six days suggests
that consumers may be shifting their preferred departure date by one day in order to qualify for a fare that has a 7-day
advance purchase requirement.
5.4. Model results
The descriptive analysis reveals many interesting patterns related to price uncertainties induced by advanced purchase
deadlines and the influence of advance purchase deadlines on individuals’ search and purchase behaviors. Additional
insights can be gleaned from the regression models that predict the number of searches and the number of purchases, shown
in Table 6. Both models include a control for whether the market was extensively leisure, account for endogeneity and control for intra-market correlations by using the clustering option to determine standard errors of the parameter estimates.
Results show that the search tends to increase as the day of departure approaches. The influence of deadlines on search
behavior is seen in the shaded cells. The coefficients corresponding to the advanced purchase deadlines are large, as these
dates include web bot searches. To examine the influence of deadlines on human search behavior, we need to examine
the coefficients the day before and the day after a deadline. The coefficients associated with the number of searches are larger for the day immediately preceding a deadline than the day immediately after a deadline. The difference in coefficients is
most pronounced for the 14-day advance purchase deadline (DFD13 = 4.765 < DFD15 = 8.221) and the 21-day advance purchase deadline (DFD20 = 2.996 < DFD22 = 5.653). This result suggests that individuals are willing to shift their outbound
departure dates by a day or two in order to purchase a lower fare, particularly those customers who are purchasing further
in advance of flight departure (who are more likely to be leisure customers).
Results from the regression model also indicate that search decreases on weekends but increases as the number of major
competitors offering nonstop service in the market increases. Search also increases as the distance between the origin and
destination airports increases, particularly in leisure markets. This is likely due to the fact that as distance increases, driving
and other alternative modes of transportation become less attractive compared to air.
The results from the purchase specifications are similar to those seen for search models, i.e., fewer purchases occur on
weekends and more purchases occur in long-haul markets and markets in which there are more major competitors. Since
purchases are made by humans (versus web bot), we can examine the DFD coefficients corresponding to an AP deadline
and the day after an AP deadline. Results show an increase in purchases for the 7-day, 14-day, and 21-day AP deadlines
(but not for the 3-day AP deadline). This provides additional evidence that individuals (particularly leisure travelers purchasing further in advance) are shifting their travel dates by a day to take advantage of lower fares prior to an AP deadline.
6. Validation
For validation of consumer search behavior, we use a sample of clickstream data representing consumers’ search behaviors for three leisure and seven business markets from a major U.S. carrier. The departure dates represented this data overlap
with those in the OTA data and the markets are similar.15 In addition to validation, these new data enable us to track individual
15
Due to non-disclosure agreements, we cannot reveal the markets represented in the data as they could be used to identify the carrier that provided the
clickstream data.
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consumers across multiple pages and multiple sessions, and identify new and returning consumers. This means we were able to
identify and remove web bots from the clickstream data and we were also able to define searches as either: (1) the first set of
search parameters entered by a consumer during a visit; or, (2) any set of search parameters entered by a consumer.16
Fig. 5 demonstrates the number of searches in the collected markets using the first set of search parameters entered by a
consumer during a visit. Consistent with what we observe in the OTA data, we see spikes in the number of searches on and/or
just prior to the advance purchase deadlines. The spike is most pronounced at seven days from departure. This is not surprising since more business markets are contained in the clickstream data.
Interestingly, Fig. 5 also provides supportive evidence of extant search theories that suggest prices should rise in the presence of deadlines due to the arrival of new (and less price-sensitive) consumers in the market (e.g., see Stokey, 1979; McAfee
and te Velde, 2006; Mantin and Koo, 2010). Further, by defining searches using just the first set of parameters versus all
parameters entered by the consumer, we are able to determine that the pattern shown in Fig. 5 is not due to increased search
intensities (or increases in the number of searches) as the results were similar for both search definitions.
7. Discussion
To the best of our knowledge, this is the first study that has empirically examined how advance purchase deadlines influence airline consumers’ search and purchase behaviors. Several interesting findings emerge from our study, two of which
represent market conditions that are not accounted for in existing theories describing consumer search under deadlines
for perishable goods with fixed capacity and pre-determined pricing schedules. First, price uncertainties are induced by
advanced purchase deadlines and high price dispersion is caused by misalignment of product offerings across carriers. This
latter phenomenon, which occurs when a LCC offers one-way fares and a legacy carrier offers round-trip fares, is exacerbated
right after an advance purchase deadline.17 Second, the presence of flexible search tools facilitates the ability of consumers to
search for fares across multiple departure dates. These search tools effectively allow consumers to ‘‘avoid” an advance purchase
deadline by guiding them on how they need to switch their desired departure dates.
Differences in pricing policies across carriers combined with search tools make it easier for consumers to expand their
choice sets across multiple departure dates. This results in increased search activity immediately prior to an advance
purchase deadline and demand shifting to periods immediately prior to an advance purchase deadline. These results have
significant implications on current aviation practice, as revenue management and scheduling models typically assume
demand is independent across different days.
In reality, however, demand appears to be shifting to those days search tools are directing them to (or to the least full
flights across multiple departure days). In this sense, the search tools can be viewed as an extension of peak load pricing
problems, where the peak is determined across multiple days. This may benefit both leisure and business consumers by
shifting price-sensitive leisure demand to the least time-desirable flights, saving capacity for late-arriving business travelers
with stronger time preferences. However, airlines may not view this as a profitable strategy.
It is interesting to note that over the past five years, Delta has changed where it displays its ‘‘flexible search day” tools.
This tool used to be predominately displayed on its home page, but can currently only be accessed through clicking on a
(more opaque) advanced search tool option. In contrast, Southwest Airlines prominently displays a link to its low fare calendar when the first set of itinerary search results is returned. One possible reason for these different website designs is that
the consumer mix for Delta is more heterogeneous than the consumer mix for Southwest, suggesting Delta benefits more
from using advance purchase deadlines to segment their consumers (as was seen in our data by comparing business and
leisure markets). From a practical perspective, many of the decision support tools used by airlines to support revenue, pricing, and scheduling decisions currently do not model consideration sets that span multiple days.
8. Conclusions and future research directions
In this study, we modeled airline travelers’ online search and purchase behaviors using an analysis database from an
online travel agency and QL2 Software. We model individuals’ search and purchase behaviors using an instrumental variable
approach that corrects for price endogeneity. Our study contributes to the literature by providing some of the first empirical
insights into how individuals respond to advance purchase deadlines and price uncertainties induced by advance purchase
deadlines.
Results show that the number of searches and purchases that occur in a market for specific search and departure dates are
a function of search day of week, days from departure, lowest offered fares, variation in lowest fares offered across competitors, and market distance. Search activity peaks before a deadline and declines immediately after a deadline. This suggests
that automated search tools help individuals learn about prices across multiple departure and/or return dates. Moreover,
16
Additional details used to clean and process the carrier’s clickstream data are provided in Hotle and Garrow (2014). In particular, we used a heuristic to
identify webbots. Specifically, we used the IP address as a proxy for an individual and defined a search as pertaining to an ‘‘individual” versus ‘‘webbot” if,
during the three-week period of departure dates, the IP address had at most three origin airports, at most three destination airports, and at most three frequent
flyer numbers associated with the IP address.
17
The primary motivation for carriers to use round-trip pricing is to segment business and leisure travelers as round-trip pricing enables segmentation by
length of stay and/or days of travel (e.g., pricing may differ for those trips that include a Saturday night stay).
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individuals appear to be switching their desired departure dates by one or two days in order to avoid higher fares that occur
immediately after an advance purchase deadline has passed. This is an important finding, as current revenue management
systems do not take this behavior into account. Determining revenue impacts associated with failing to take this behavior
into account is an important future research direction.
Looking ahead, it will be interesting to see how competitive pricing evolves, and whether LCCs will continue to use oneway pricing strategies. The primary motivation for carriers to use round-trip pricing is to segment business and leisure travelers as round-trip pricing enables segmentation by length of stay and/or days of travel (e.g., pricing may differ for those trips
that include a Saturday night stay). Currently, airlines face the same limitation we faced in our study – it is computationally
not feasible for them to monitor all of their competitors’ fares. However, by restricting the analysis to a smaller subset of
lengths of stay and/or by leveraging the fact that fares with the same departure (or return) date will be highly correlated,
carriers may be able to develop more efficient algorithms for monitoring competitor fares. Determining whether the ability
of carriers to monitor their competitors’ fares is beneficial or harmful to consumers is a second important future research
direction. Finally, it is important to note that our study was based on online data from a specific OTA. It would be interesting
to repeat our analysis using data from multiple distribution channels to see if our findings extend to other distribution
channels. It is plausible that this limitation is making a sample selection bias. Future work may attempt to gather data
for multiple distribution channels. While difficult, doing so would allow for the implementation of a selection model and
provide a test of whether our results are generalizable across other distribution channels.
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